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Day 1: Tehran 

 

Arrive in Tehran, welcomed by your guide. You will be transferred to your hotel by visiting 

Emam Khomeini holy shrine.  

Start a half day city tour of Tehran, the capital of Iran, that is much like all the capitals of the world 

with many museums that records the history of each nation, favorable shopping malls with reasonable 

prices, majestic palaces, ancient monuments, and superb restaurants. Visit the Golestan Palace, it is a 

complex that consists of 17 palaces, museums, and Halls and it is worth to spend a few hours to visit 

its luxuriously decorated rooms, nice and big dining area and ballroom and well landscaped Gardens 

and fountains. The Archaeological or national museum of Iran that represents you many different 

periods of Iran’s rich history. Finally, you will visit the Grand Bazaar.   

Overnight in Tehran. 

 

Day 2: Tehran-Kashan- Abyaneh 

 

In the morning, you will depart Tehran toward Kashan and then Abyaneh. In Kashan you will 

visit Tabatabaie & Broojerdiha Houses. Then visit the Amir Ahmad bath, and Fin Garden. 

After that you will drive toward Abyaneh and In Abyaneh we will enjoy this stunning 

ancient city, with its beautiful architecture, and dress styles. We can put on a traditional close 

and take some picture.  

Overnight in Abyaneh.  

 

Day 3: Abyaneh- Isfahan 

 

Breakfast at Hotel, then heading to Beautiful Naghshe Jahan Square, Imam and Sheikh 

Lotfollah Mosque, Ali Qapu palace, Qeysarieh portal. They are all remaining from 

Safavid era to show their Islamic art skills. In Naghshe Jahan Square you’ll have time to see 

handmade products and explore shops. The most recommended and beloved Iranian 

handmade products are Iranian colorful and qualified carpets. 

Then let’s explore nightlife in Isfahan starting with Khaju Bridge and Sio Se Pol Bridge 

Overnight in Isfahan. 

 

Day 4: Isfahan-IKA 

 

You will be driven toward IKA for your departure flight. 


